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About This Game

Support Ukrainian developers!

Cyto has lost his memories, help him get them back.

Fling Cyto through beautiful, other-worldly levels to collect memory fragments and piece together his story in this irresistible,
cute, and challenging puzzle game.

PUZZLING
There are three memory fragments scattered throughout each of Cyto's 103 levels but getting them all will be an epic journey.

Use puzzle-solving skills, different abilities, and elements, and a good aim to collect them all and unlock the story. Avoid spikes
and other dangers on your quest to reach the portal at the end of each stage.

ADORABLE
Cyto is a cute character with a great story—he just can't remember it. Help Cyto to recover memory fragments throughout his

universe, then watch the story unfold as his amnesia disappears.
BEAUTIFUL

Cyto lives in a dreamlike, effervescent world, filled with alien organisms and mystery, all set to a stunning soundtrack by the
renowned David Ari Leon. Put on some headphones and get truly lost in the wonderful world of Cyto.

Key Features

104 Levels of puzzling fun
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3 unique-designed worlds

Cute character with a great story

Stunning sound and artistic design

Haunting soundtrack by the renowned David Ari Leon

Great fun for gamers of all ages and abilities
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I truely enjoyed this game, but if your anything like me, and you just have to see the full story, dont bother, anytime you try to
watch the last cutscene, your game will shut down. I was incredibly frustrated. If you do not care though, then yeah, it is a fun 6
hours.. Cyto calls its self a puzzle game, but it really is not. The music is good and the art work helps fit together a strong world,
but thats about it. The story does not link the two together and the game play is not anything that makes you think, just trial and
error. Thank you for your viewership and support for more reviews be sure to check out the channel here 
http:\/\/www.youtube.com\/user\/SocioPyscho

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=TU0YNakxuOs&list=UU7_-PLIhjsEBwIQXqKxmNpA. Really cute, fun game to kill
time with!. Cyto is a well thought-off Indie puzzle game in an attractive and colourful setting. It was developed by the Ukrainian
studio Room 8 and succeeds admirably in what it sets out to do: to provide no-nonsense, casual gameplay. The core gameplay is
built around a more than decent physics engine that allows for puzzles of gradually increasing difficulty. By carefully adding
new gameplay elements, the developers kept my interest for quite some time, and the above average, colourful graphics help a
lot to provide quite some hours of carefree entertainment.

There is even a story behind it all: you play as Cyto, who has lost his\/her memory and needs to collect snippets of memory
during a voyage through space and several worlds\/universes. By collecting these snippets, more and more levels and worlds are
unlocked, as are parts of the - basic - storyline. In some ways, Cyto reminded me of World of Goo: there too, one basic but
flexible physics-element provided some quite interesting challanges. Cyto is generally less hardcore and more forgiving: the
puzzles get seldomly really difficult, and there is always the option to skip a certain level. This grants the game a more casual
character, as does the relaxing and very appropriate music.

Mission accomplished - Cyto comes with Steam trading cards, but misses achievements which could have been easily
implemented into this kind of game.

Overall score: 8\/10. I bought this game to support Ukrainian developers, but mostly because the whole atmosphere of this game
seemed interesting and the soundtrack that I heard in the video attracted my attention as well. This game didn't dissappoint me
at all. Though here you won't find such Steam elements as Workshop availability or achievements (at least at the current
moment), this game is truly awesome. It makes you think even more then other modern games with "shoot-and-fly" gameplay.
"Cyto" is worth all the money spent on it.
I recommend this game because of:
-Nice and cute main character;
-Puzzling and challenging levels with the outstanding design;
-Ambient atmosphere;
-Perfectly designed SFX;
-Great soundtrack

And there are many levels to go.
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It's a good game but i can't recommand it because the game freeze at the last level. We can't know the end of the story, which is
really frustrating !!!. First impressions:

I've played for 15-20 minutes so far. I stopped to have lunch =)

(optional let's play footage - coming soon)
http:\/\/youtu.be\/j3FJsfJlE7A
The game looks nice. The movement of fluid bags (first way I could think of describing them lol) of your character and objects
looks good. I like the music, sound effects and the facial expressions that little Cyto makes.

I guess you could call it a problem solving game, how do you reach all the pickups while avoiding hazards and getting to the exit.
You have various methods of navigating the environment with Cyto. Launching, slingshotting, climbing, stretching out or just
dropping down.

It's very easy to learn to play. I don't think I even saw a main menu, the just begins from level one and provides visual tutorials
as you go. Just use the mouse and one button.

I would recommend this game for anyone looking for a simple puzzle game of this type.

Click here for more let\u2019s play videos =). Art works pretty nice..all in all, a pretty descent game. Good game to play if your
looking to pass some time.. Cyto is a visually stunning game, and the ambient music to go along with the game is just as
stunning. The levels get progressivly harder. This game reminds me a lot of Angry Birds, except i find Cyto much cuter. And
working to bring his memory back is a much more interesting goal for me. Overall this is an amazing game, fully worth the
money you pay for it.
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